Abstract. The single-agent multi-armed bandit problem can be solved by an agent that learns the values of each action using reinforcement learning. However, the multi-agent version of the problem, the iterated normal form game, presents a more complex challenge, since the rewards available to each agent depend on the strategies of the others. We consider the behavior of valuebased learning agents in this situation, and show that such agents cannot generally play at a Nash equilibrium, although if smooth best responses are used, a Nash distribution can be reached. We introduce a particular value-based learning algorithm, which we call individual Q-learning, and use stochastic approximation to study the asymptotic behavior, showing that strategies will converge to Nash distribution almost surely in 2-player zero-sum games and 2-player partnership games. Playerdependent learning rates are then considered, and it is shown that this extension converges in some games for which many algorithms, including the basic algorithm initially considered, fail to converge.
market, or animals involved in evolutionary games (Maynard Smith (1982) ), do not know the relevant reward structures, while in potential applications of multi-agent learning (e.g., Boyan and Littman (1994) , Singh and Bertsekas (1997) , Crites and Barto (1998) ) these requirements are also frequently not satisfied.
Therefore we study models of adaptation under which agents simply respond to observations of the rewards they receive for playing actions, as in the simple and successful approach used by Sutton and Barto (1998) to solve the single-agent multiarmed bandit problem. Agents estimate the value of each action, and play a strategy that is a simple function of these estimates; we will call such agents value-based learners. These learners take no account of the presence of other players of the game-the only information used is the reward received for each action played. Recent neurophysiological data from rhesus monkeys trying to perform a repetitive task (Glimcher, Dorris, and Bayer (2005) ) suggests that value-based learning is actually employed in nature, adding extra interest to our investigations.
Other current approaches to learning in games include actor-critic learning, hypothesis-based learning, consistent learning, and alternative reinforcement learning models based on Roth and Erev (1995) . Our value-based learning scheme compares favorably with these in terms of simplicity, form of convergence, and structure, respectively.
The Roth and Erev (1995) model of learning is the standard model of reinforcement learning in the game theory community. However, it has the disadvantages that it requires all rewards to be positive, and it uses rewards as "reinforcement signals" instead of information about the values of actions, despite the fact that strategies and values are "dimensionally different" quantities-strategies are probability distributions whereas rewards are arbitrary real numbers (the same criticism can be made of stimulus-response learning (Börgers and Sarin (1997) )).
Actor-critic learning is a more sophisticated framework that explicitly links rewards and strategies. In this model, agents maintain separate value functions and strategies and map the value function to strategy space in order to update the strategy. It has been used in several recent approaches to learning in games (Borkar (2001) , Bowling and Veloso (2002) , Leslie and Collins (2003) ), but, in contrast with the value-based approach considered in this paper, the extra complication involved in separating the values and the strategies is unnecessary and overly sophisticated when applied in a single-agent setting.
A different approach to the problem of learning in games has been to develop consistent (Hannan (1957) ) reinforcement learning procedures (Baños (1968) , Meggido (1980) , Auer et al. (1995) , Hart and Mas-Colell (2001) ). Hart and Mas-Colell (2000) show that the long-run average actions of players using a consistent algorithm will converge to a correlated equilibrium of the game (Aumann (1974) ) (as opposed to a classical Nash equilibrium). However, it is often difficult to characterize the correlated equilibria (Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) ), and the convergence is in the sense of the average action played, instead of convergence of actual play as developed in this paper.
An even more sophisticated framework is the hypothesis-testing formulation recently proposed by Foster and Young (2003) . Here the players formulate hypotheses about opponent strategies and repeatedly test these hypotheses against observed play. It is shown that play is close to a Nash equilibrium of the repeated game formulation most of the time. However, the sophistication required from the players is greater than for virtually all other algorithms in the literature, and the scheme is clearly not applicable in the minimal information setting we consider here.
It is appropriate to comment here on a recent result of Hart and Mas-Colell (2003) showing that no "uncoupled" adaptive dynamics can converge to equilibrium in all games. The dynamics we consider in this paper are certainly uncoupled, and indeed the dynamics resulting from any system where players do not observe opponent payoffs must necessarily be uncoupled. However, as we shall see later, convergence to Nash distribution may be a more attainable goal than convergence to Nash equilibrium (see section 2 for details). Furthermore, the player-dependent learning rates introduced in section 5 are a further step away from the framework studied by Hart and Mas-Colell (2003) , thus allowing convergence to be proved for a larger class of games than has been previously achieved.
This paper is therefore an analysis of a simple and intuitive learning procedure applied in the setting of normal form games with minimal information available to the players. In section 2 we discuss some difficulties faced by value-based learners in games, and propose the use of smooth best responses (also known as softmax action selection). This motivates our individual Q-learners, introduced in section 3, where we show how to characterize their behavior using stochastic approximation (Benaïm (1999) ). The behavior of these learners in 2-player games is analyzed in section 4, where we show that strategy evolution is closely related to the smooth best response dynamics (Hofbauer and Hopkins (2005) ); this is the same dynamical system that characterizes stochastic fictitious play (Benaïm and Hirsch (1999) ), despite the fact that individual Q-learning uses significantly less information than stochastic fictitious play. However, previous work (Leslie and Collins (2003) ) suggests that convergence to a fixed point can be proved to occur in a larger class of games if player-dependent learning rates are used to break symmetry between the players; this is studied in section 5. A problem with player-dependent learning rates is that the analytical methods so far developed do not apply for all games; section 6 uses graphical representations of games to investigate classes of games in which player-dependent learning rates can be analyzed.
Value-based players in games.
In this section we will introduce our notation and discuss some problems faced by value-based players of games. In particular, we will show that value-based players cannot generally play at a Nash equilibrium, but if smooth best responses are used, equilibrium play becomes possible (although this will no longer be at the classical Nash equilibrium).
We start by introducing our notation and presenting a familiar example. A normal form game consists of N players, where each player i ∈ {1, . . . , N} has a finite set A i of actions and a reward function r i :
When the game is played, each player i ∈ {1, . . . , N} selects an action a i ∈ A i and then receives a reward which has expected value r i (a 1 , . . . , a N ); each player tries to maximize her expected reward. A traditional 2-player example is rock-scissors-paper, where the action set for each player is {Rock, Scissors, Paper}, and the reward functions are given in the payoff matrix Rock Scissors Paper Rock Scissors Paper
where player 1's action determines the row, player 2's action determines the column, and an entry (x, y) means that player 1 receives reward x and player 2 receives reward y. Note that this is a 2-player zero-sum game, where for any joint action (a 1 , a 2 ) the rewards satisfy r 1 (a 1 , a 2 ) + r 2 (a 1 , a 2 ) = 0. We will also have occasion to consider partnership games, where for any joint action the reward given to each player is the same.
A mixed strategy for player i is an element π i ∈ Δ i , where Δ i is the set of probability distributions over the action space A i ; we will write π i (a i ) for the probability that player i selects action a i when using strategy π i . There are unique multilinear extensions of the reward functions, also denoted r i , to the joint strategy space Δ = Δ 1 × · · · × Δ N , and in further abuse of notation we will write r i (a i , π −i ) (resp., r i (π i , π −i )) for the expected reward that player i will receive if she plays action a i (resp., strategy π i ) and the other players select actions according to the opponent mixed strategy Nash (1950) defined the classical solution concept for normal form games by observing that a rational player will not play a strategy π i that does not maximize her expected reward given the opponent strategy π −i . Thus a Nash equilibrium is a joint strategyπ ∈ Δ satisfying, for each i,
Nash (1950) showed that at least one Nash equilibrium exists for any normal form game. In our rock-scissors-paper example, it is well known that there is a unique Nash equilibrium where each player plays the mixed strategy (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), but in general there can be many Nash equilibria of a game. The problem of equilibrium selection (i.e., when faced with a game, how should players decide which Nash equilibrium strategy to play when many might exist) can be seen as a motivating factor for the study of learning in games (Fudenberg and Levine (1998) ). An alternative perspective is to consider the Nash equilibria of a game as the only points to which a sensible learning procedure should converge-note that if only one player is present, then a Nash equilibrium is simply the action which returns the highest expected reward. However, value-based approaches, as used by Sutton and Barto (1998) in the single-agent problem, encounter problems with Nash equilibria. At a Nash equilibrium, any action played by player i with positive probability will receive expected reward max a i ∈A i r i (a i ,π −i ), yet the equilibrium strategy might well require these maximizing actions to be played with specific and possibly unequal probabilities. For example, consider the game with payoff matrix (2, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (1, 0) , which has a unique equilibrium where π 1 = (2/3, 1/3) and π 2 = (1/3, 2/3). At this equilibrium, both actions of both players get expected reward 2/3, yet player 1 must favor action 1, and player 2 must favor action 2. Thus play at an equilibrium is not possible when the strategies played are restricted to be simple functions of the expected rewards (unless these functions are asymmetric under reordering of the actions).
A solution to this problem lies in using smooth best responses, which can also be considered as arising from a Bayesian uncertainty about the rewards (Harsanyi (1973) ) and are closely related to the softmax exploration method of reinforcement learning (Sutton and Barto (1998) 
Here τ > 0 is a temperature parameter, and v i : Δ i → R is a player-dependent smoothing function, which is a smooth, strictly differentiably concave function such that as π i approaches the boundary of Δ i , the slope of v i becomes infinite (Fudenberg and Levine (1998) (Fudenberg and Levine (1998) ). A familiar example of a smooth best response is Boltzmann action selection. Under this scheme, the smoothing functions are
resulting in the smooth best response function
The use of smooth best responses means that, in general, Nash equilibria are no longer fixed points in strategy space, and an alternative equilibrium concept must be defined. (For example, consider a 1-player game with a unique optimal action; the conditions on v 1 mean that all actions are played with positive probability, which is clearly not a Nash equilibrium.) Given a set of smooth best response functions, β i , we define a Nash distribution to be a joint mixed strategy π ∈ Δ such that, for each i,
i.e., each player plays a smooth best response to the rewards arising from opponent play. Brouwer's fixed point theorem shows that such distributions must exist; Govindan, Reny, and Robson (2003) show that for small temperatures τ , the Nash equilibria of a game are approximated by Nash distributions (the proof of Harsanyi (1973) is insufficient in this case, because it relies on perturbations of the rewards having compact support). Note that the Nash distributions depend on the smooth best response functions β i (through the particular choices of τ and v i ) as well as on the reward functions r i -for the remainder of this paper we will assume that any particular player uses a fixed smooth best response function for all time.
Thus we have shown that a value-based approach cannot result in Nash equilibrium play in general games but can result in strategies that are close to a Nash equilibrium if players use smooth best responses. In the next section we will introduce a value-based learning algorithm incorporating this idea, which can therefore converge to a Nash distribution.
3. Individual Q-learning. Sutton and Barto (1998) show that a simple reinforcement learning scheme can be used to estimate action values in a single-agent task. The basic algorithm is given by 
where {λ n } n≥1 is a deterministic sequence of learning parameters satisfying
where a n is the action selected at time n, and R n is the subsequent reward. A similar scheme appears to fit recent neurophysiological data measured from the brains of rhesus monkeys learning to perform a repetitive task (Glimcher, Dorris, and Bayer (2005) ). In applying (3.1), actions are selected in such a way that each action is played infinitely often, but as n → ∞ the probability of playing any action which does not have a maximal Q value tends to 0. We will study an analogous system in the equivalent multi-agent task; N players are faced with a normal form game, which they play repeatedly, learning Q values by observing rewards. The algorithm we study is given in Table 1 .
This scheme was originally suggested by Fudenberg and Levine (1998) ; it will be noticed that it is very similar to the standard reinforcement learning model (3.1). The first difference is that a player's strategy at any stage of the game is determined by the algorithm (as opposed to the single-agent case, where there is no need to be specific about action choices at any particular play). This is because the rewards observed by a particular player depend crucially on the strategies of the other players, so these strategies must be carefully specified. The second difference is that the reward prediction error ( (Sutton and Barto (1998) 
, the probability with which a i n was selected. This can be viewed as compensating for the fact that actions played with low probability do not receive frequent updates of their Q values, so when they are played any reward prediction error must have greater influence on the Q value than if frequent updates occur. Further, we will see in section 4 that this division by
n ) results in a system that is closely related to the (well-studied) smooth best response dynamics (Hofbauer and Hopkins (2005) ).
The conditions (3.3) on the learning parameters {λ n } n≥1 mean that standard theorems of stochastic approximation can be used (Benaïm (1999) ). The interested reader may wish to consult Benaïm and Hirsch (1999) for an introduction to the ODE method of stochastic approximation in the context of game theory. Writing Q n = (Q 1 n , . . . , Q N n ), and writing β −i (Q n ) for the opponent mixed strategies resulting from the values Q n , note that for each i and a
The following lemma follows immediately from the results of Benaïm (1999) . (3.4) provided that the Q n remain bounded for all n.
This assumption of boundedness could be dropped if we used either fixed truncation to a bounded space (Kushner and Yin (1997) ) or randomly varying truncations (Chen and Zhu (1986) ); the former will change the differential equations to be studied a little, while the latter will have no consequence on the analysis of the asymptotic behavior. However, the purpose of this paper is not to investigate such issues, and in the numerical experiments carried out there were no problems with values growing large. Therefore in the interests of space we will be content to keep this as an assumption throughout the rest of the paper.
The first thing to notice about this algorithm is that convergence to a point can occur only at Nash distribution values. This follows from what is essentially a law of large numbers result, saying that convergence to a point can occur only if the expected change at that point is zero. Thus such a point must satisfy
, which is precisely the definition of a Nash distribution (2.3). The learning algorithm can therefore be applied blindly in any game, and if convergence occurs, a Nash distribution must have been reached. Our next step in analyzing this system is to consider whether the values of the players are ever consistent with the structure of the game; for example, if in a zero-sum game the values ever actually sum to zero. Writing
for the set of values that could arise from a joint mixed strategy, we call values Q n asymptotically belief-based if the limit set of the values is contained in B. Lemma 3.2. The values Q n resulting from the individual Q-learning algorithm (3.2) are almost surely asymptotically belief-based, provided that the Q n remain bounded for all time.
Proof. We will rewrite the Q-learning ODE (3.4) to show that B is a global attractor of the resulting flow, which suffices to show that the values Q n resulting from (3.2) are asymptotically belief-based (Benaïm (1999) ). Start by writing
This can be rewritten as
wherer t = (e t − 1)
Since r s ∈ B for all s, it follows immediately thatr t ∈ B for all t. Therefore q t → B for any q 0 , and B is a global attractor of the flow defined by (3.4).
As well as being interesting in itself, this is crucial to the analysis of the next section, where we relate this value-based learning to the smooth best response dynamics, usually considered to arise from models of learning in which players use significantly more information on the structure of the game and observations of opponent play than is necessary for individual Q-learning.
2-player games.
In this section we will relate the Q-learning ODE (3.4) to the smooth best response dynamics in 2-player games, as suggested by Fudenberg and Levine (1998) . This will allow us to characterize the limiting behavior of the individual Q-learning algorithm in certain classes of games.
The smooth best response (SBR) dynamics are defined by the ODE
and have been shown to characterize stochastic fictitious play, in the same sense that (3.4) characterizes individual Q-learning (Benaïm and Hirsch (1999) ). Fudenberg and Levine (1998) observe that for 2-player games, if strategies evolve according to these dynamics, the resultant rewards evolve according to the Q-learning ODE (3.4). This will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.1, where we show that a connected internally chain-recurrent set of the flow defined by the Q-learning ODE (3.4) corresponds to a connected internally chain-recurrent set of the SBR dynamics. By Lemma 3.1, this relates the limiting behavior of individual Q-learning with that of stochastic fictitious play, despite the fact that individual Q-learners have no information on the structure of the game and do not observe opponent play, both of which are necessary for stochastic fictitious play.
Lemma 4.1. For 2-player games, any connected internally chain-recurrent set of the Q-learning ODE (3.4) is of the form
where C ⊂ Δ is a connected internally chain-recurrent set of the flow defined by the SBR dynamics (4.1). Proof. Let D denote an arbitrary connected internally chain-recurrent set of the Q-learning ODE (3.4). Benaïm (1999, Proposition 5.3) shows that a set is connected internally chain-recurrent if and only if it is a compact invariant set admitting no proper attractor. Therefore, since the set B of belief-based values is a global attractor we must have D ⊂ B, and q ∈ D means that there exists π ∈ Δ such that q i (a i ) = r i (a i , π −i ) for each i and a i . However, suppose π evolves according to the SBR dynamics (4.1), so that Therefore trajectories of the Q-learning ODE (3.4) in B correspond to trajectories of the SBR dynamics (4.1) in Δ, and the invariant set D of (3.4) must be of the form r(C), where C ⊂ Δ is an invariant set of (4.1). Now since D admits no proper attractor, it follows that C admits no proper attractor. C may consist of several connected components, but any one of them will be a connected internally chain-recurrent set of the flow defined by the SBR dynamics (4.1) with D = r(C).
This result allows us to characterize the limit set of the individual Q-learning algorithm in terms of the chain-recurrent sets of the SBR dynamics. These chainrecurrent sets are well studied, since they are the limit set of a stochastic fictitious play process (Benaïm and Hirsch (1999) ), and in particular Hofbauer and Hopkins (2005) provide Lyapunov functions for 2-player zero-sum games and 2-player partnership games. This allows us to prove our first main proposition, which gives convergence results for individual Q-learning in these situations.
Proposition 4.2. In either 2-player zero-sum games, or 2-player partnership games with countably many Nash distributions (given the smooth best responses β i ), strategies of players using the individual Q-learning algorithm (3.2) will converge almost surely to a Nash distribution.
Proof. Lemma 3.1 shows that the Q values converge to a connected internally chain-recurrent set of the Q-learning ODE (3.4). From Lemma 4.1 we know that this is of the form r(C), where C ⊂ Δ is a connected internally chain-recurrent set of flow defined by the SBR dynamics (4.1). In the games we consider, Hofbauer and Hopkins (2005) provide Lyapunov functions for the set of Nash distributions under the SBR dynamics, and this set is isolated (by assumption in the case of partnership games and by a result of Hofbauer and Hopkins (2005) for zero-sum games). Therefore Benaïm (1999, Corollary 6.6) shows that we can assume C = {π} whereπ is a Nash distribution. Therefore Q i n → r i (·,π −i ) for each i, and so
Butπ is a Nash distribution, so β i (r i (·,π −i )) =π i , and we have shown that the strategies converge to a Nash distribution.
We illustrate this convergence with the rock-scissors-paper game (2.1). This is a 2-player zero-sum game, and therefore strategies converge to the unique Nash distribution where all actions are played with probability 1/3 (this is the same as the Nash equilibrium, although for general games the Nash equilibria and Nash distributions do not coincide). In Figure 1 we see that despite erratic initial strategy shifts, the strategy of player 1 appears to be converging to the Nash distribution.
However, this convergent behavior does not occur for all games. Two classic examples of games that cause problems for learning algorithms are Shapley's variant of rock-scissors-paper (Shapley (1964) ) and Jordan's 3-player matching pennies game (Jordan (1993) ). In both of these games, the SBR dynamics (4.1) admit a unique linearly unstable fixed point, and an asymptotically stable limit cycle, for certain smooth best response functions β i (Cowan (1992) , Benaïm and Hirsch (1999) ). We shall not reproduce all of these results for the Q-learning ODE but will show that in Shapley's game, using Boltzmann action selection (2.2), a Hopf bifurcation occurs at the unique Nash distribution as the temperature parameter tends to 0. This shows that for sufficiently small τ the Nash distribution is linearly unstable and a periodic orbit is an attractor. We use the symmetric formulation of Shapley's game, with and therefore, for i = 1, 2,
The Jacobian for this system, evaluated at the unique Nash distribution where all Q values have the value 1/3, is given by ⎛
As τ → 0, the real part of the first conjugate pair crosses the imaginary axis from the negative half-plane to the positive half-plane, resulting in a Hopf bifurcation, so for sufficiently small τ the fixed point is linearly unstable. Therefore by the results of Pemantle (1990) , convergence to this fixed point is a probability zero event; in Figure 2 we see that in fact play cycles, as it would under the SBR dynamics, and as implied by the Hopf bifurcation. Previous work (Leslie and Collins (2003) ) suggests that using player-dependent learning rates helps to break the symmetry that allows this cycling to occur. We will apply this idea to individual Q-learning in the next section.
Player-dependent learning rates.
Returning to general N -player games, Leslie and Collins (2003) introduce player-dependent learning rates (PDLR) to break the symmetry that allows strategies to cycle under the SBR dynamics (4.1). Under this paradigm, each player's learning parameters decay to zero at different rates, resulting in a process which is a stochastic approximation of a singularly perturbed dynamical system. The algorithm we study is shown in Table 2 ; it is a simple extension of individual Q-learning (3.2) which incorporates PDLR. In fact the only difference between this and the individual Q-learning algorithm (3.2) is that each player uses her own sequence of learning parameters {λ i n } n≥1 . Note that condition (5.2) is used for ease of exposition but is equivalent to the condition that either λ 
where the rate ρ i ∈ (0.5, 1] is chosen differently for each player; indeed if players are thought of as selecting their own learning rate ρ i independently using any continuous distribution on (0.5, 1], then the necessary conditions will be met with probability 1.
The more slowly a player's learning parameters decrease to 0, the more "responsive" that player will be, since greater emphasis is placed on recent observations when estimating an action's value. In contrast, players with more rapidly decreasing learning parameters are more "cautious," since their value estimates take greater account of the entire history of observed rewards. Condition (5.2) means that players with higher indices i are more responsive (and hence less cautious) than those with lower indices.
As observed in Leslie and Collins (2003) , in order to analyze an algorithm incorporating PDLR theoretically, we need to make an assumption about what would happen to the more responsive players if the strategies of the i − 1 most cautious players were fixed. 
. , N} there exists a functionq
has the globally attracting fixed pointq i (π (<i) ), where 
where for each i, {λ i n } n≥1 is a deterministic sequence of learning parameters satisfying the conditions (3.3), and additionally
Although this looks technical, it can be expressed relatively simply: for any i, if the values (and hence strategies) of players (1, . . . , i−1) were fixed, the strategies of the more responsive players (i, . . . , N) would converge to a unique fixed point determined by the functionsq i and B (>i) . This assumption is satisfied for any 2-player game: for Q 1 fixed, player 2 simply faces a multi-armed bandit problem. However, it is clearly not always satisfied for general N -player games: in a 3-player partnership game, for Q 1 fixed the other two players still face a partnership game, which might well have more than one Nash distribution, and therefore more than one potential limit point for the more responsive players. We will investigate when Assumption 5.1 is satisfied using a graphical analysis in section 6, but in this section we will retain it as an assumption.
As with the basic individual Q-learning algorithm of section 3, it is immediate that convergence of algorithm (5.1) to a fixed point can occur only at Nash distribution values. Also analogously, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Under Assumption 5.1, the values Q 1 n resulting from individual Q-learning with PDLR (5.1) converge almost surely to a connected internally chainrecurrent set of the flow defined by the singularly perturbed Q-learning ODE
provided that the Q n remain bounded for all time, where B (>1) is the function defined in Assumption 5.1. Additionally,
Proof. This is immediate from the results of Leslie and Collins (2003) and Assumption 5.1.
Note that Lemma 5.2 tells us we can analyze the asymptotic behavior of the algorithm as if the values of the remaining players have all converged to the fixed point determined by the current strategy of the most cautious player, despite the fact that in reality all players adjust their values after every play of the game.
We will proceed to analyze the dynamical system (5.3) in two different ways: in section 5.1 we proceed as in section 4 and relate (5.3) to the singularly perturbed SBR dynamics (Leslie and Collins (2003) ), while in section 5.2 we perform a direct analysis in a more restricted class of games.
5.1.
Relating the singularly perturbed Q-learning ODE to the singularly perturbed SBR dynamics. Leslie and Collins (2003) study the singularly perturbed SBR dynamics, defined by
As in section 4, we will relate the singularly perturbed Q-learning ODE (5.3) to the singularly perturbed SBR dynamics (5.4).
Lemma 5.3. Any connected internally chain-recurrent set of the singularly perturbed Q-learning ODE (5.3) is of the form
where
is a connected internally chain-recurrent set of flow defined by the singularly perturbed SBR dynamics (5.4), and B
(>1) is the function defined in Assumption 5.1.
Proof. This lemma's proof is identical to that of Lemma 4.1, and will not be repeated here.
As in section 4 this enables us to use previous results (Leslie and Collins (2003) ) on more sophisticated forms of learning to prove convergence of the individual Q-learning algorithm with PDLR (5.1) to Nash distribution in certain classes of games.
Proposition 5.4. The strategies of players using the individual Q-learning algorithm with PDLR (5.1) will converge almost surely to a Nash distribution, provided that the Q n remain bounded for all time, in the following games:
(i) 2-player zero-sum games, (ii) 2-player partnership games, (iii) Shapley's game (4.2) (if Boltzmann action selection is used), and (iv) the N -player matching pennies game (Leslie and Collins (2003) 
) (if the smooth best responses are symmetric under a reordering of the actions).
Proof. Leslie and Collins (2003) show that Assumption 5.1 holds for these games. The result therefore follows immediately from Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 and the results of Leslie and Collins (2003) on the connected internally chain-recurrent sets of the singularly perturbed SBR dynamics.
Thus the individual Q-learning algorithm with PDLR (5.1) is proved to converge in the same games as basic individual Q-learning (3.2). In addition, we have proved that individual Q-learning with PDLR will converge in two games (Shapley's game and the N -player matching pennies game) for which most learning algorithms fail to converge. Indeed the authors know of no adaptive algorithm that converges to either Nash equilibrium or Nash distribution in these games without using PDLR.
We illustrate these results with some numerical experiments using Shapley's game (4.2). As observed in section 4, the basic individual Q-learning algorithm (3.2) will cycle in this game. On the other hand, we have shown that the individual Q-learning algorithm with PDLR (5.1) will converge to the unique Nash distribution values. This is confirmed in Figure 2 . Proof. By Lemma 5.2, the Q 1 values converge to a connected internally chainrecurrent set of the singularly perturbed Q-learning ODE (5.3). To ease notation, for this proof we will write
Direct analysis of the singularly perturbed
Since
is a function of the scalar variable π t (1), which is in turn a function of q 1 t (1) and q 1 t (2). Hence
From this, it follows that
2)} does not change sign, and {q 1 t (1) − q 1 t (2)} acts as a Lyapunov function. The result follows from Benaïm (1999, Corollary 6.6) .
Note that Proposition 5.5 provides an independent proof of the convergence of the individual Q-learning algorithm with PDLR (5.1) for the N -player matching pennies game that does not rely on the smooth best responses being symmetric under a reordering of the actions. Furthermore the following immediate corollary shows that the result can be applied directly in a wide class of games.
Corollary 5.6. In a 2-player game where player 1 has 2 actions and uses Boltzmann action selection (2.2), the strategies of players using the individual Qlearning algorithm with PDLR (5.1) converge almost surely to a Nash distribution, provided that the Q n remain bounded for all time.
Proof. As already noted, Assumption 5.1 holds automatically in 2-player games. Hence this is immediate from Proposition 5.5. This is comparable with a recent result (Berger (2005) ) showing that fictitious play approaches equilibrium in nondegenerate 2 × n games, although clearly more information is required for the players in a fictitious play process.
PDLR and Stackelberg equilibria.
Here we discuss a point raised by an anonymous referee, concerning the relationship between PDLR and Stackelberg equilibria (equilibria in which one player selects her strategy first, in the knowledge that the other player will play an optimal action in response). If players used individual Q-learning with PDLR, it might be anticipated that a cautious player could gain an advantage by initially selecting a strategy and then relying on the fact that the responsive player will adapt quickly to this strategy. For example, in the battle of the sexes game with payoff matrix (10, 1) (0, 0) (0, 0) (1, 10) , player 1 could initially select row 1 with high probability, forcing a responsive player 2 to learn to play column 1; player 1 is acting as a Stackelberg leader. However, in the minimal information situation we consider here, player 1 cannot know in advance which strategy to select to achieve this effect, since the payoff matrix is not known. In the battle of the sexes game, ignoring stochastic effects, if player 1's initial strategy has π 1 (2) > 1/11, then a responsive player 2 will play a strategy in which π 2 (2) is very nearly 1; the cautious player 1 will then slowly increase π 1 (2) until joint play reaches the Nash distribution where both players select action 2 with high probability. (Note that this is actually the equilibrium that would have been selected if player 2 was a Stackelberg leader.) Since π 1 (2) > 1/11 with high probability, under reasonable assumptions about the initial Q values of the players, there is a high probability that play will converge to a Nash distribution different from that suggested by the Stackelberg theory. Thus the relationship between PDLR and Stackelberg equilibria is much less clear than might be expected.
6. Graphical analysis. The results of section 5 on individual Q-learning with PDLR rely on Assumption 5.1, which states that there is a unique limit point of the strategies of the more responsive players for any fixed values of the more cautious players (1, . . . , i − 1). Although we have observed that this is always true for 2-player games, in this section we develop a graphical approach to analyzing when this is satisfied in general N -player games, building on previous graphical representations of games (Littman, Kearns, and Singh (2001) , Koller and Milch (2003) ).
Given a game, we construct a graph by taking a node for each player and drawing a directed arc ij if the actions of player i directly affect the rewards of player j. Thus the graph of a (generic) 2-player game is given by 2 1 whereas the graph of the 3-player matching pennies game (Jordan (1993) ), in which the rewards of player i are affected only by the actions of player i + 1 (modulo 3), is given by 1 2
These graphs can be used to investigate Assumption 5.1 by removing node 1 (corresponding to the most cautious player) from the graph, then considering the behavior of the other players. The intuition behind this is that the fixed strategy of the most cautious player in Assumption 5.1 results in the other players facing a reduced game. For example, in the 3-player matching pennies game, removal of node 1 (and connected arcs) results in the graph 2 3 Proof. If the subgraph remaining after removal of node 1 has no directed cycle, then there exists at least one node with in-degree 0 (i.e., no arcs terminate at this node). The values of a player associated with such a node do not depend on the strategies of any other players (except perhaps the fixed strategy of player 1), and so the Q values of that player will converge almost surely to a unique point. Since the rewards, and hence strategies, of any player corresponding to a node with in-degree 0 are uniquely determined, given the fixed strategy of player 1, these nodes can be removed from the graph. This again results in a graph with no directed cycles, and we can proceed recursively to show that the rewards of all the players are uniquely determined by the values of player 1, as required in Assumption 5.1.
From this proposition, it is immediate that Assumption 5.1 holds in games which have a graph with no directed cycle even before removal of a node, and games with a single directed cycle will clearly become acyclic if the node to be removed is part of that cycle. Consider also games with a star graph: 1 2 3 4 N Here there is a distinguished player (the hub) connected to all others, but all nondistinguished players are disconnected from each other. This graph will become completely disconnected (and so obviously will have no directed cycle) if the node corresponding to the distinguished player is removed. A game such as this could have applications in computing, for example, where the distinguished player is a central resource, such as a server or router, and the other nodes correspond to users of the resource.
Although useful, this graphical approach is not sufficient in all situations. For example, consider a 3-player game in which the rewards of players 2 and 3 always sum to 0 for any fixed Q 1 . Thus, the graph after removal of node 1 is the same as that of a 2-player game, and so (generically) contains a directed cycle. However, the resulting game is a 2-player zero-sum game, in which the players converge to a unique Nash distribution (Proposition 5.4 and Hofbauer and Hopkins (2005) ). Therefore Assumption 5.1 is satisfied, even though the conditions of Proposition 6.1 are not.
Conclusion.
We have shown that value-based learning agents cannot generally converge to a Nash equilibrium of a game, but if smooth best responses are used, a Nash distribution can be reached. Although Nash distributions are not generally the same as Nash equilibria, they are close if the temperature parameter of the smooth best responses is sufficiently small, and therefore we proposed that value-based learning agents should use smooth best responses to allow equilibrium play, even if this is not a classical Nash equilibrium.
Our value-based learning algorithm, individual Q-learning (3.2), is very similar to the simple and successful algorithm used by Sutton and Barto (1998) in the singleagent multi-armed bandit problem. We showed that convergence to a point that is not a Nash distribution is not possible and that the value estimates are asymptotically belief-based. Further, by relating the limiting behavior of the individual Q-learning algorithm to the SBR dynamics (a system previously used to characterize more sophisticated models of learning), it was shown that strategies of players converge almost surely to a Nash distribution for 2-player zero-sum games and 2-player partnership games.
The nonconvergence of strategies for certain games motivates the introduction of individual Q-learning with PDLR (5.1), resulting in cautious and responsive players. This modified algorithm converges to Nash distribution for the same games as basic individual Q-learning (3.2), and also for Shapley's game and the N -player matching pennies game. Moreover, convergence was shown to occur for any game in which player 1, the most cautious, has only 2 actions.
Finally, since the results on PDLR rely on an assumption about the behavior of the more responsive players if the values of player 1 were fixed, a simple graphical method was introduced to help determine when this assumption holds.
